
Text Id: Halbi Text. Tape 3a:152-277 (AQ) circa 1967 

Sugar Cane and Gur Making 

Tati's older brother 

HLB-AQ-1 sentence 4 

==)?
this one   rel:qn=is,3s-Excl Gol tell-conj:comp=be-1s,f1 Bai <Eh?> 

this one   <Ummmmm!>         Gol I will have told        Bai <Eh?> 

This one, ummm, thing I will tell about, Bai, okay? 

HLB-AQ-1 sentence 5 

=?
one   shaft-nom  hit-conj:inc  thing-dim Gol tell-conj:comp=be-1s,f1 Bai <Eh?> 

one   sugar cane to be hitting thing     Gol I will have told        Bai <Eh?> 

I will tell about cutting sugar cane, Bai, okay? 

HLB-AQ-1 sentence 6 


one day mid-morning gruel eat-1p,ptc and shaft-nom  hit-inf go-1p,ptc 

one day mid-morning gruel we ate     and sugar cane to hit  we went 

One day we ate our mid-morning gruel and we went to cut sugar cane. 

HLB-AQ-1 sentence 7 


shaft-nom  hit-1p,ptc and it  Gol all covering-nom Gol 

sugar cane we hit     and it  Gol all peeling      Gol 


bring-conj:comp ox cart-lg Loc load-1p,ptc 

having brought  ox cart    in  we loaded 

We cut the sugar cane and having brought it and all the peelings we loaded them in the ox cart 

HLB-AQ-1 sentence 8 


shaft-nom  Gol bring-conj:comp ox cart-lg Loc load-1p,ptc and 

sugar cane Gol having brought  ox cart    in  we loaded   and 

==
tie=tie-nom do-1p,ptc    and house-Loc    bring-conj:inc=be-1p 

tied        we performed and to the house we were bringing 

Having brought the sugar cane we loaded on the ox cart and tied (it) on and we were bringing (it) to the house. 

HLB-AQ-1 sentence 9 

=
there buffalo Pl  twist=rhy  become-3p,ptc 

there buffalo Pl  straining  they became 

There the buffaloes strained (at the yoke). 



HLB-AQ-1 sentence 10 


there later night become-3s,nm,ptc 

there later night it became 

There later it became night. 

HLB-AQ-1 sentence 11 


night become-conj:inc Temp       let go-1p,ptc and house-Loc    come-1p,ptc 

night becoming        at time of we released   and to the house we came 

At the time of becoming night, we released (the buffaloes) and we came to the house. 

HLB-AQ-1 sentence 12 


night-emp sun-nom sleep-1p,ptc and morning get up-1p,ptc and again go-1p,ptc 

night     time    we slept     and morning we arose      and again we went 

We slept the night and got up in the morning and again we went. 

HLB-AQ-1 sentence 13 


buffalo Pl  Gol take-1p,ptc 

buffalo Pl  Gol we took 

We took the buffaloes. 

HLB-AQ-1 sentence 14 


knife-dim Pl  take-conj:comp go-1p,ptc and later 

knife     Pl  having taken   we went   and later 


there shaft-nom  Gol strip leaves off-1p,ptc 

there sugar cane Gol we stripped the leaves off 

Having taken knives, we went and later there were stripped the leaves off the sugar cane. 

HLB-AQ-1 sentence 15 


and bring-1p,ptc 

and we brought 

And we brought (the sugar cane). 

HLB-AQ-1 sentence 16 


bring-1p,ptc and again cooked rice eat-1p,ptc and 

we brought   and again cooked rice we ate     and 


Jagdalpur  take-1p,ptc hitch up-conj:comp after 

Jagdalpur  we took     having hitched up  after 

We brought and again we ate rice and we took (the sugar cane) to Jagdalpur after having hitched up (the buffaloes). 



HLB-AQ-1 sentence 17 

=
aluminium pot-dim=brass pot rice  all take-1p,ptc and go-1p,ptc 

pots                        rice  all we took     and we went 

We took pots, rice, all, and we went. 

HLB-AQ-1 sentence 18 


city-Loc    take-1p,ptc and sell-1p,ptc 

to the city we took     and we sold 

We took to the city and we sold. 

HLB-AQ-1 sentence 19 


many-emp people buy-3p,ptc 

many     people they bought 

Many people bought (the sugar cane). 

How much did you get? 

HLB-AQ-1 sentence 20 


money unit Gol not tell-1s Bai 

paisa      Gol not I tell  Bai 

I won't tell about the money, Bai. 

HLB-AQ-1 sentence 21 


there rel:nrm-like-emp sell-1p,ptc and evening Temp come-1p,ptc house-Loc 

there just like this   we sold     and evening from we came     to the house 

There we sold just like this, and at evening we came to the house. 

HLB-AQ-1 sentence 22 


not tell-1s-ab Bai 

not I tell     Bai 

I'n not free to tell, Bai. 

HLB-AQ-1 sentence 23 


rel:emp-amount-emp is,3s 

this much          it is 

That's it. 

 


